Helping Organizations Make IT
simpler with a Modern Desktop
IT is complex. And that means it can be difficult to keep up with the day-to-day demands of your
organization, let alone deliver technological innovation that drives the business forward. In desktop
management, this is especially true: the process of creating standard images, deploying devices, testing
updates, and providing end user support hasn’t changed much in years. Forsyte is determined to change
that paradigm with our vision for a modern desktop powered by Windows 10 and Office 365 ProPlus. A
modern desktop not only offers end users the most productive, most secure computing experience—it
also saves IT time and money, so you can focus on driving business results.

What is a “Modern Desktop?”
Always Up To Date. A modern desktop is powered by Windows 10 and
Office 365 ProPlus and is always up to date with insights and security
powered by the cloud. After years of refinements, we believe this is
the most productive and secure computing experience for businesses.
Not only does it provide the richest user experience, it also helps IT
better manage devices and data, with lower costs.
Integrated Device Management. Configuration Manager is integrated
with Microsoft Intune, allowing organizations to choose between
multiple deployment and management options of Windows 10. A
simplified interface allows for less time learning to manage and more
time managing.
Streamline Device Preparation. Windows AutoPilot & Intune are key
parts of the flexible device preparation approach needed in a modern
workplace. It’s as simple as taking a new device from the box,
powering it on, entering your credentials, and sitting back while it is
configured and managed from the cloud with minimal user or IT effort,
with no management of images.

Microsoft Solutions that Power
the Modern Desktop :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 10
Windows AutoPilot
Intune
Configuration Manager
M365 Security & Compliance Center
Windows Analytics
M365 Admin Center
System Center Configuration
Manager
Desktop App Assure

Compliance That’s Built In. The complexity and difficulty of managing
compliance can be overwhelming, especially for larger organizations.
We updated Microsoft 365 to include built-in and continuously
updated capabilities that help with regulations that govern archiving,
retention, disposition, classification, and discovery of data. These new
features will really help reduce the complexity of executing
compliance workflows.

Forsyte IT Solutions is a leading provider of Microsoft Cloud technology. Forsyte’s team
of senior level MCSEs and MCSDs have tackled hundreds of complex and challenging IT
projects. At our core, Forsyte is a cloud-first solutions provider that enables clients to
optimize their investments in Microsoft technology. As a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner,
Forsyte provides expert, high quality, Desktop Modernization, from migrations to
management for medium and large organizations across multiple industries.
Contact: 844-587-4535 | info@forsyteit.com | www.forsyteit.com
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